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Russian alphabet cursive pdf

Russian for all learn Russian online self-study guide about us new Russian textbook there are 33 characters in the Russian alphabet: 10 vowels, 21 consonants, 2 marks (and remarkable, τ). Russian is an Eastern Slavic language closely associated with Ukrainian and Belarusian with some 277 million speakers in Russia and 30 other countries. The Cyrillic
alphabet was introduced to Russia (Kiev-Rus) at the time of its conversion to Christianity (988 AD). The alphabet, the Cyrillic script, was named in honor of the Byzantine scholar and monk, Cyril (827-869 AD), who, together with his brother Methodius (826-885 Ce), created the first Slavic writing system in the second half of the ninth century in order to translate
the Bible and other Christian texts into Slavic languages. Click each character to listen, then click again and repeat after the speaker imitates pronunciation as closely as you can. Click Play to see how to write messages and words by hand. In the table below is the full Russian alphabet in view in dictionary order. It would also be useful to learn how to say
Russian letters. Russian alphabet CharacterEnglish EquivalentSoundLetter name in Russian аА аLike a in the car ah φφB bLike bLike in bat beh в в VLike vLike in van veh ΦG gLike g in gogeh φD dLike dD dd dévec YE yeLike ye in after yeh φτyo yoLike yo in yonder yo jikhazh zhLike s in measurement or fun or like g in beige (color)zheh аz z z z in the zoo zeh
и иee in see ee φ I or y ylike y in the boy or game ee kratkoyeh сK kLike k in kitten, c in cat. Kah φ ΦL LLike l in the light of ehl ΦM mLike m in a mat ehm р nN nLike n in noehn ОStressed: O Unstressed: ALike o in boreLike a in the car oh Φ PP pLike in a bowl peh РR rLike r in run (rolled) her СS sLike s in samehs рggT tLike in the tap of the УU uLike oo in the
boot oo worry fLike flike in fat , kh khlike h in hello or like ch in Scottish Loch or German 'Bach'h'h οts tsLike tsLike in bit tseh аch chlike chlike in chip cheааsh sh (hard) such as u in shut shah φτsh sh (soft ) like sh in sheep schyah φτHard SignLetter before hard tvyordiy znahk φi iLike i in bad i аSoft SignLetter before soft myagkeey znahk caire eLike in pet a а
аyu yuLike u in use or University yoo φτya yaLike o in the yard. Yah table below gives you a regular printed version of Russian letters, and a manuscript version (italic) of the letter. Letters are observed that vary greatly in red. It is worth learning these. Manuscript letters are often used in markers and they are also similar to a handwritten form of Russian. А а Б б
В в Г г Д д Е е Ё ё Ж ж З з И и Й й К к Л л М м Н н Ааа аа seibi
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Comprehensive Russian grammar - a great reference on Russian grammar. The Great Silver Book of Russian Verbs - a great reference book of accompanying Russian verbs. Russian Learners Dictionary: 10,000 Russian words in frequency order - a simple but powerful concept. Expand your vocabulary by learning the most commonly used words first. The
alphabet that uses the letters of the Russian alphabet cyrillic linear in the russian alphabet capital letters listen to the problems of the Russian alphabet playing this file? See media help. This article contains IPA audio codes. Without the appropriate rendering support, you may see question marks, boxes, or other symbols instead of Unicode characters. For an
introductory guide on IPA codes, see Help:IPA. Russian alphabet (Russian: арсииани'0, tr. russkiy alfavit, IPA: [ˈruskjɪj ɐlfɐˈvjit] or, more traditional, Russian: uses руса, tr. russkaya azbuka, IPA: [οskаj ˈazbʊkə] uses letters from cyrillic script to write Russian. The modern Russian alphabet consists of 33 characters. It has twenty consonants (⟨б⟩, ⟨в⟩, ⟨г⟩, ⟨д⟩, ⟨ж⟩,
⟨з⟩, ⟨к⟩, ⟨л⟩, ⟨м⟩, ⟨н⟩, ⟨п⟩, ⟨р⟩, ⟨с⟩, ⟨т⟩, ⟨ф⟩, ⟨х⟩, ⟨ц⟩, ⟨ч⟩, ⟨ш⟩, ⟨щ⟩), ten vowels (⟨а⟩, ⟨е⟩, ⟨ё⟩, ⟨и⟩, ⟨о⟩, ⟨у⟩, ⟨ы⟩, ⟨э⟩, ⟨ю⟩, ⟨я⟩), a semivowel (⟨й⟩), and two modifier letters that alter a preceding consonant (⟨ь⟩ and ⟨ъ⟩). Italic characters are the old ipa name shared by common translation examples of approximate contrasting English number. Unicode (Hex) Аа а[a]
аττ[as] /a/ a father φа dvatwo 1 U +0410 / U +0430 φφτаа _ˈbukjɪ bɛ 10 years а] Bad оοа óba alike - U+0411 / U+0431 в vɛ] вѣди [ˈvjedjɪ] /v/vj/v vine ворthere 2 U +0412 / U+0 32 φττgo [ɡɛ] [ɡɛ] dɛ φоа[ɡɫɐˈɡolj] /ɡ/gj/gj/ggo-go-z-0413/U+0433φοрé[dɛ φо] [dɐˈbro] /d/dj/do φа dayes 4 U +0414 / U +0434 ее[je] есра[jesjtj] /je/je/, /je/or/e/ye, G, e yes ре ne not 5 U
+0415 / U +0435 Φτ[jo] – /jo/jo/yo, joe , ë your navigator yozhhedger - U +0401 / U +0451 Ο for the deputies of navigation [ʐɛ] (listening) живѣте[ʐɨˈvjetjɪ][a] zh, ž similar to pleasure жук zhukbeetle – U+0416 / U+0436 Зз З з зэ[zɛ] земля[zʲɪˈmlʲæ] /z/ or /zʲ/ z zoo зной znoyheat 7 U+0417 / U+0437 Ии И и и[i] иже[ˈiʐɨ] /i/, / ʲi/, or /ɨ/ i police или ílior 8 U+0418 /
U+0438 Йй Й й и краткое[i ˈkratkəjɪ] и съ краткой[ɪ s ˈkratkəj] /j/ y, i, j toy мой moymy, mine – U+0419 / U+0439 Кк К к ка[ka] како[ˈkakə] /k/ or /kʲ/ k kept кто ktowho 20 U+041A / U+043A Лл† Л л эль (эл)[ɛlʲ] ([ɛɫ]) люди[ˈlʲʉdʲɪ] /ɫ/ or /lʲ/ l feel or lamp ли liwhether 30 U+041B / U+043B Мм М м эм[ɛm] мыслѣте[mɨˈsʲlʲetʲɪ][2] /m/ or /mʲ/ m map меч mechsword 40
U+041C / U+043C Нн Н н эн[ɛn] нашъ[naʂ] /n/ or /nʲ/ n not но nobut 50 U+041D / U+043D Оо О о о[ о] онъ[on] /o/ o more он onhe 70 U+041E / U+043E Пп П п пэ[pɛ] покой[pɐˈkoj] /p/ or /pʲ/ p pet под podunder 80 U+041F / U+043F Рр Р р эр[ɛr] рцы[rtsɨ] /r/ or /rʲ/ r rolled r река rekáriver 100 U+0420 / U+0440 Сс С с эс[ɛs] слово[ˈsɫovə] /s/ or /sʲ/ s set если
yésliif 200 U+0421 / U+0441 Тт Т т тэ[tɛ] твердо[ˈtvʲerdə] /t/ or /tʲ/ t top тот totthat 300 U+0422 / U+0442 Уу У у у[u] укъ[uk] /u/ u tool уже uzhéalready 400 U+0423 / U+0443 Фф Ф ф эф[ɛf] фертъ[fʲert] /f/ or /fʲ/ f face форма fórmaform 500 U+0424 / U+0444 Хх Х х ха[xa] хѣръ[xʲer] /x/ or /xʲ/ kh , h, x like Scottish loch, ugh дух dukhspirit 600 U+0425 / U+0445
Цц Ц ц цэ[tsɛ] цы[tsɨ] /ts/ ts, c sits конец konétsend 900 U+0426 / U+0446 Чч Ч ч че[tɕe] червь[tɕerfʲ] /tɕ/ ch, č check час chashour 90 U+0427 / U+0447 Шш Ш ш ша[ʂa] ша[ʂa] /ʂ/ sh, š similar to sh in sharp ваш vashyours – U+0428 / U+0448 Щщ Щ щ ща[ɕːa] ща[ɕtɕa] /ɕː/, /ɕ/ shch, sch, šč similar to sh in sheer щека shchekácheek – U+0429 / U+0449 Ъъ Ъ ъ
твёрдый знак[ˈtvʲɵrdɨj znak] (listen) еръ[jer] ʺ (called hard sign) silent, prevents palatalization of the preceding consonant объект obyéktobject – U+042A / U+044A Ыы Ы ы ы[ɨ] еры[jɪˈrɨ] [ɨ] y roses ، ماخلا اهلداعي  ام   ) برض ) ты ty تنأ  - U +042B / U +044B برضيو  АААа мягкий а ˈmjæxjkjɪj а а/j/ ' تمصلا ةنيل ) ةمالع  ىمست  ، palatalizes انكمم كلذ  ناك  اذإ   ) قباسلا نكاسلا 

يجولوينوف ) весь vyes'all – U+042C / U +044C Ο οаа ˈɛ ɐbɐˈrotnəjɪ ɛ а نأ  – U +042D / U +044D АА АА аа[ju] а[ju] / ju/ ju/ yu, ju use г yugsouth – U+042E / U+044E Я Я я я [ja] я [ja] / ja/ / ja/ ya, ja yard ря ryadrow – U+042F / U+044F لئاسر  In 1917-18 italic italic slash the name of the old IPA common name via Russian characters similar to examples not.
Unicode (Hex) Οа ο/djɪsjɪtjɪˈrjitɕnəjə u200001 (from) Poem 10 U +0406 / U +0456 Ѣѣ Ѣ ѣ - φοτ[jætj] / e/ or /jeа like Алексѣй (now Арера) AleksοyAlexey - U+0462 / U +0463 Ѳѳ Ѳ ѳ - ѳита [fjɪˈta] and /or /fj/f like орѳографія (now ораflour) orfográfiyaforthography, spelling 9 U +0472 / U +0473 Ѵѵ Ѵ ѵ – иа =ˈiʐɨtsə/i/ji/usually like и, See below мѵро (now риро)
míro chrism (myrrh) – U +0474 / U + 0475 messages eliminated before 1750 alicable salutations old name IPA common via Russian letters similar examples no. Unicode (Hex) Ѕѕ – Ѕ ѕ – зѣло[zjɪˈɫo][3] /z/ or /zj/ z Like з sѣлѡ (now очень) very 6 U+0405 / U+0455 Ѯѯ – Ѯ ѯ – кси[ksji] /ks/ or /ksj/ ks Like кс N/A 60 U+046e / U+046f Ѱѱ – Ѱ ѱ – пси[psji] /ps/ or /psj/
ps Like пс N/A 700 U+0470 / U+0471 Ѡѡ – Ѡ ѡ – омега[ɐˈmjeɡə] /o/ o Like о N/A 800 U+0460 / U+0461 Ѫѫ – Ѫ ѫ – юсъ большой[jus bɐljˈʂoj] /u/, /ju/ or / ju/ ǫ Like у or ю N/A – U+046a / U+046b Ѧѧ – Ѧ ѧ – юсъ малый[jus ˈmaɫɨj] /ja/ or / ja/ ę Like я N/A – U+0466 / U+0467 Ѭѭ – Ѭ ѭ – юсъ большой іотированный[jus bɐljˈʂoj jɪˈtjirəvənnɨj] /ju/ or / ju/ yǫ
Like ю N/A – U+046c / U+046d Ѩѩ – Ѩ ѩ – юсъ малый іотированный[jus ˈmaɫɨj jɪˈtjirəvən.nɨj] /ja/ or / ja/ yę Like я N/A – U+0468 / U+0469 Consonant letters Both represent soft (palatalized, represented in IPA with ⟨j⟩) and hard static phonemes. If consonants are followed by vowels, the soft/fixed quality of the consonant character depends on whether the
vowel is intended to follow the difficult consonants ⟨, о, ο, у, ο⟩ or soft consonants ⟨Khan, φ, а, а, и⟩. See below. A soft sign indicates ⟨kho ⟩ previous consonants without adding a vowel. However, in modern Russian six-phonemes constitous do not have a distinct phonemically soft and hard variants (except in the correct foreign names), nor change the softness
in the presence of other letters: /ʐ// ʂ/ts/ always hard;/j/ɕː/tɕ/ always be soft. See Russian Phony for details. ^† an alternative form of the letter El (Φ) is very similar to the Greek letter Lambda (Φ φ). Repeating this section requires additional citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and (August 2014) (Learn how to remove this template message and when) the frequency of characters in a set of Written Russian was found to be as follows:[4] Order of the message frequency other information 1 11.18% 2 Е 8.75% foreign words sometimes use Е instead of read them, even if it was pronounced e instead of you. In addition, Φ is
often replaced by Е. This makes Е even more common. For more information, see the words of the sticks. 3 А 7.64% 4 И 7.09% 5 Φ 6.78% most common lycere in the Russian alphabet. 6 Φ 6.09% 7 С 4.97% 8 Φ 4.96% 9 В 4.38% 10 4.23% 11 С 3.30% 12 Φ 3.17% 10 13 Φ 3.09% 14 Φ 2.47% 15% 1.36% 16У 2.22% 17 Φ 2.01% 18 Φ 1.96% 19 Â 1.1 1.0 1
84% 20 Φ 1.72% 21 А 1.48% 22 ИА 1.40% 23 Φ 1.21% 24 Lose 01%25× 0.95% 26 А 2 6 А 0.72% 27 А А 0.47% 28% +0.39% 29% take advantage of 0.36% sometimes use foreign words ⟨E⟩ instead of ⟨more than ⟩, even if they are clear instead of you. This makes ⟨even⟩ less common. For more information, see the words of the sticks. 30 Φ 0.30% 31 Φ
0.21% less common in the Russian alphabet. 32 Φ 0.20% in russian written, ⟨⟩ is often replaced by ⟨⟩. For more information, see the words of the sticks. 33 0.02% ⟨⟩ used to be a very common character in the Russian alphabet. This is because before the 1918 reform, I wrote any word ending with an unmet letter with the final φ - for example, before 1918 ворин
opposite the post-fix. The reform abolished the use of the Τ in this context, leaving it the less common letter in the Russian alphabet. For more information, see non-audio characters. Non-acoustic characters mark hard mark (⟨φ⟩) works like a silent back vowel that separates the success of the soft vowel (⟨, φ, radio, ⟩, but not ⟨m ⟩) from the previous consonant,
calling the implicit characters of the vowel with a distinct /j/glide. Today it is mostly used to separate a prefix that ends with a fixed letter from the following root. Its original pronunciation, lost by 1400 was endlessly, that of short medium very like sound, pronounced probably ο or ɯ. Until the reform of 1918, no written word could end with a consonant: the one that
ended with a fixed letter in modern photography, and then had a ⟨⟩ final. While ⟨s⟩ is also a soft vowel, the initial root/i/next hard inhabitant is usually as clear as [ɨ]. This is usually written ⟨⟩ (hard counterpart ⟨a ⟩) unless this vowel occurs at the beginning of a word, in which case it is still ⟨⟩. The rotation between the two characters (but not the sounds) can be seen
with the pair ('without name', which pronounces [bjοz ˈɨmjɪnjɪ) and the nameless pair, which pronounces [bjɪzɨˈmjænːɨj]. However, this spelling does not apply with some loaned prefixes, as in the word ˌpanɨsɫɐˈmjizm and (multi-rooted) words (e.g. οосинеа – [ˌɡosɨˈzmjenə], 'high treason'). A soft mark soft mark (⟨Sha⟩) in most positions works like a silent front bug
and indicates that the former inhabitant is palatalized (except always hard permet, fast) and the following vowel (if present) is iotated (including ⟨sha⟩ in loans). This is as important as the phone is in Russian. For example, the [naughty] φрар ('brother') contrasts with the φрар[bratj] ('to take'). The original pronunciation of the soft mark, which i lost 1400 at the
latest, was that the vowel was short in front of a very short /sini/ but likely to be pronounced [φ] or [j]]. There are still some remnants of this ancient reading in modern Russian, for example in common versions of the same name, and read and write differently, such as Рариand Арин ('Mary'). [5] When applied after st-hang always-soft (φ, but not sini) or always-
solid (for deputies, but not the precautions) inhabitant, only the soft mark of pronunciation, but to receive grammatical importance:[6] the female mark for fred name in the romoti and accuser; For example руοâ€™india ink', feminine) see. руοο ('prosperity after toast', masculine) – both pronounced [tuʂ]; The inevitable mood of some verbs, but the inveyi of some
verbs (with -φ); The second person of the non-past acts (with -for deputies) some exhalation and particles. The vowel refers to some vowels, ⟨, φ, и, а, φ⟩, refer to the inhabitant of a previous tissues, with the exception of ⟨и⟩ is iotated (pronounced with previous /J/) when written at the beginning of a word or after another vowel (initial ⟨⟩ was iotated until the
nineteenth century). IPA vowels shown is the only guideline, sometimes achieved as different sounds, especially when not straining. However, ⟨⟩ can be used in words of foreign origin without prejudice (/e/), and ⟨g ⟩ is often achieved as [æ] between soft consonants, such as in the ball game. ⟨ο⟩ is an ancient Slavic proto-vowel close, believed to have been better
preserved in modern Russian than other Slavic languages. The nose was originally in certain positions: раον [ˈkamɨ̃ ]; ˈkamjɪnj (rock). Its written form is as follows: ⟨⟩ + ⟨⟩ → ⟨ꙑ⟩ → ⟨φ⟩. ⟨fa⟩ was introduced in 1708 to distinguish between non-iotated/non-tastes/from one iotated/tastes. The original use was ⟨⟩ for/e/, ⟨ѥ⟩ or ⟨ѣ⟩ un-iotated/, ⟨ѣ⟩ for utd, but ⟨ѥ⟩ had
leaked out of use by the 16th century. In the original Russian words, ⟨ and only⟩ found only in the beginnings of words or in composite words (e.g. οорори 'so' = φори). In words that come from foreign languages that iotated/e/uncommon or non-existent (such as English), It is usually written at the beginning of words and after vowels except for ⟨и⟩ (e.g. φоmil,
poet), and ⟨⟩ after ⟨и⟩ and consonant letters. However, pronunciation is inconsistent. Many of these borrowed words, especially monocils, words that end in ⟨⟩ and many words where ⟨⟩ follows ⟨φ⟩, ⟨ ⟩, ⟨or⟩⟩, ⟨acc⟩, ⟨enel⟩ or ⟨р⟩, pronounce with /e/ without the word or theatheme: сесс (seks — 'sex'), (proреси) But many other words are pronounced with /je/: сера
(syekta — 'sect'), οеοар (dyebyut — 'debuted'). The correct names are not usually affected by this rule (Сοοο - 'Sam', •Pamela - 'Pamela', Раτοин — 'Mao Zedong') The use of ⟨science⟩ after consonants are common in East Asian names and in English names with sounds /æ/ɛər/, with some exceptions such as Φер ('Jack') and Еοари ('Shepard'), since both ⟨⟩
and ⟨⟩ in cases of Charlotte (ch), tsat (tse), follow static letters that are always solid (non-tituit) and ⟨⟩ usually prevail. ⟨φ⟩, presented by Karamzin in 1797 and made official in 1943 by the Soviet Ministry of Education,[7] signs/atmosphere/sound that have historically developed from stressed /g/ . The written letter ⟨φ⟩ optional; it is officially correct to write ⟨e⟩ for
both /je/jo/. None of the many attempts in the 20th century to commission the use of ⟨⟩ have been stymied. Letters in use by 1750 ⟨ѯ⟩ ⟨ѱ⟩ derived from the Greek letters xi and PSI, used derivation though inconsistent in secular writing until the eighteenth century, and more consistent to this day in the Slavonic Church. ⟨ѡ⟩ is the Greek letter Omega, identical in
pronunciation to ⟨о⟩, used in secular writing until the eighteenth century, but to this day in the Slavic Church, mostly to distinguish the inflexional forms written identically. ⟨Even⟩ corresponds to the more ancient/dz/pronunciation, already absent in eastern Slavic at the beginning of the historical period, but kept by tradition in certain words until the eighteenth
century in secular writing, and in the Slavic and Macedonian Church to this day. ⟨ѫ⟩ ⟨ѧ⟩, the letters that were originally to stand for nasal vowels/vowels/vowophiles/vowo/ẽ, became, according to linguistic reconstruction, already irrelevant to the science of Eastern Slavic sounds at the beginning of the historical period, but were presented with the rest of the Cyrillic
script. The ⟨ѭ⟩ letters ⟨ѩ⟩ disappeared considerably in the twelfth century. The use of non-⟨ѫ⟩, from a fatwas point of view, continued until the 16th century. After that, it was limited to being a Dominican letter. Paschal tables. In the seventeenth century the use of ⟨ѫ⟩ ⟨ѧ⟩ (see the following note) alive in the contemporary Slavonian church, sounds (but not letters)
in Polish. The ⟨ѧ⟩ message is adapted to represent the ⟨⟩ in the middle or end of a word ⟨⟩; Until 1708, it was written /ja/iotated ⟨ꙗ⟩ at the beginning of the word. This distinction between ⟨ѧ⟩ ⟨ꙗ⟩ remains in the Slavic Church. Although it is usually mentioned that the letters bearing the name fell into use by the eighteenth century in the table above were removed in
the typographical fix in 1708, the reality is somewhat more complex. The letters were originally deleted from the sample alphabet, printed in Western-style Sereev script, presented in Peter's decree, along with the letters ⟨τ⟩ (replaced ⟨Cri⟩), ⟨⟩⟩ ⟨⟩ (the chronic letter ⟨where⟩ also), was removed, but ⟨ѱ⟩ ⟨ѡ⟩ was returned under pressure from the Russian Orthodox
Church in a later variant of the modern line (1710). However, since 1735 the Russian Academy of Sciences has begun to use the lines without ⟨⟩, ⟨ѯ⟩, ⟨ѵ⟩. However, ⟨ѵ⟩ has sometimes been used again since 1758. Despite praise from Western scholars and philosophers, it has been criticized by clerics and many conservative scholars, who also found the new
standard, Russified. Some even went so far as to refer to Peter as the opposite Christ. [8] Lumonov also contributed to the Russian alphabet, where he developed a high style that would be based on traditional character science and language, and was used in official positions such as religious texts. As well as low style and medium style, events are considered
less formal and casual writing. Called Lomonosov's, the middle style, which later became the basis of modern Russian orthographicism. [9] Letters are assassinated in 1918 main article: Reforms of the Russian Orthodoxy § The reform after revolution a reform GM name described Protel Hitact I identical in pronunciation to ⟨и⟩, It was used exclusively immediately
before other a ⟨owen⟩ (short I) (e.g., ⟨οарр⟩ [pətrjɪˈarx] and patriarch) and in the word ⟨οр⟩ [mejir) (the world) and its derivatives, to distinguish it from the word ⟨οирир⟩ meger (peace) (the two words are actually derived as derivations[10][11] and not arbitrarily homogeneous). [12] ѣ Yat was originally a distinct sound, but by the mid-18th century it became identical
in pronunciation ⟨⟩ in standard language. Since its elimination in 1918, it has remained a political symbol of the old orthography. Vita ѳ from Theta Greek, and was matched ⟨tai⟩ in But a derivative was used (for example, ⟨Ѳёдоръ⟩ became Theodore ⟨penalty⟩ Fyodor). ѵ Izhitsa of Greek upsilon, usually matched ⟨m ⟩ in pronunciation, as in Byzantine Greek, and
used derivation of Greek borrowed words, such as Latin Y (as in the Synod, time); by 1918, it had become very rare. In the satire of the eighteenth century, it was also used after some vowels, where it has since been replaced with ⟨в⟩ or (rarely) ⟨у⟩. For example, a Greek prefix originally written ⟨аѵто-⟩ (equivalent to the English auto industry) is now written ⟨aa⟩
in most cases ⟨ауро-⟩ as a component in some composite words. Treat foreign voices because Russian borrows terms from other languages, and there are different conventions for sounds that do not exist in Russian. For example, while Russian does not have [h], there are a number of common words (especially the correct names) borrowed from languages
such as English and German that contain such a sound in the original language. In well-established terms, such as φани [ɡəljʊtsɨˈnatsɨjə], ('hallucinations'), this is written with ⟨φ⟩ and pronounced with /ɡ/, while the newer terms use ⟨×⟩, pronounced with /x/, such as φоои [ˈxobjɪ] ('hobby'). [13] Similarly, the original words with [φ] in the language of their source are
either pronounced with /t(j)/), as in the name of Рериа ('Thelma') or, if borrowed early enough, with /f/j/)/, as in the names concern ('Theodore') and Рарераа ('Matthew'). For [d͡ʒ] affricate, which is common in Asian countries that were part of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union, the mix of crafts is used ⟨before⟩: It is often translated into English either ⟨dzh⟩
or the Dutch form ⟨dj⟩. Digital values correspond to digital values with Greek numerals, with the use of ⟨⟩ numbers for ⟨⟩ for Cuba, ⟨ram⟩ for Sambi. The system was abandoned for secular purposes in 1708, after a transitional period of a century or so. It continues to be used in the Slavic Church, while general Russian texts use Arabic Hindu and Roman
numerals. Russian satire uses fewer configurations used for most European languages. The only formation, in the right sense, is the sharp tone ⟨◌́⟩ (Russian: урареини 'stress mark'), which marks the vowel, as in Spanish and Greek. Although Russian word stress is often unpredictable and can fall on different sections in different forms of the same word,
modulation is used only in dictionaries, children's books, resources for foreign language learners, and specific entry (in bold) in articles on Russian Wikipedia, or on minimal pairs that distinguish only from stress (for example, the 'castle' vs. lock It is rarely used to determine stress Foreign words are uncommon and in poems with unusual stress used to fit the
meter. Unicode does not have code points for ◌́ characters with characters; The message ⟨φ⟩ is your alternative of the ⟨⟩ message, which does not always distinguish in written Russian language, but a sign like umlaut has no other uses. Stress is not marked on this message, as it is always stressed except in some borrowed words. Unlike the ⟨φ⟩, the message ⟨
the uki⟩ completely separated from the ⟨⟩. It has been in use since the 16th century but was removed in 1708 but reintroduced in 1735. Since then, its use has become mandatory. It was once considered a perverted letter, but in the 20th century, it became considered a separate letter of the Russian alphabet. It was classified as semi-sounded by grammarians in
the 19th and 20th centuries, but since the 1970s, it has been considered a static character. Keyboard layout see also: Russian keyboard layout §, JCUKEN and the standard Russian keyboard layout for personal computers as follows: however, there are several differences so-called audio keyboards that are often used by non-Russians, where, as far as
possible, pressing the English message key will type the Russian letter with similar sound (a → А, S → С, D →, F →, etc.). Letter name until approximately the year 1900, remonate inherited names of Selonic church were used for abcs. They are given here in the pre-1918 science of the 1708 civil alphabet. The Russian poet Alexander Pushkin wrote: The letters
that make up the Slavic alphabet are meaningless. Аτ, φуси, веи, φοаоон, φоро etc. are separate words, chosen only for its initial voice. However, since the names of the first few letters of the Slavic alphabet seem to be a readable text form, attempts have been made to compose meaningful excerpts of text from groups of successive letters to the rest of the
alphabet. [14] [15] Here is one of these attempt sending off the letter: арисининии az buki vedi I know the letters[16] φοаооа'dobro yest' speech is beneficence or the word is ownership[17] ареринарара'dobroy speech is beneficence or the word is ownership[17] арерини, zeléиира'dobroyy' speech is beneficence or the word is ownership[17] арерини,
zeléиираара'dobro yest' speech is beneficence or the word is ownership[17] арерини@ zyemlya, izhe, i kako lyudi live, while working warmly, people from the earth, in a way that people must obey οссеаоороmysnash on pokoy trying to understand the universe (and the world around it) ро 18] Усеририр UK fert kher knowledge is enriched by the Creator,
knowledge is the gift of God οοа tsy cherv'sha after yat'yu try hard, to The creator's light in this attempt only lines 1, 2 and 5 correspond sinot to some extent with the true meanings of the letters names, while the translations in other lines seem to be slanders or illusions. For example, the φоои (rest or apartment) does not mean the universe, and fought has no
meaning in Russian or other Slavic languages (no words of Slavic origin begin with and at all). The last line contains only one translated word - φериâ (worm), which, however, was not included in the translation. See also Wikimedia Commons has media related to the Russian alphabet. Wikimedia Commons has media related to the introduction of the Russian
Civil Alphabet by Peter I. Russian alphabet computer russification Cyrillic alphabet Cyrill Alphabet European Alphabet Ukrainian Alphabet The Greek Alphabet Montenegro List of Cyrillic Trigraphs records and repairs of Russian Latin letters of Belarusian letters Latin letters writing in Greek Latin letters of Macedonian Latin letters of Latin Russian-Russian Writing
Braille Russian Manuscript (Handwritten Letters) Russian Guide to the Russian Alphabet Morse Russian orthography Russian Phonographic Scientific Acoustic Writing of Cyrillic Serbian Cyrillic Alphabet Yoficator Notes ^ Ushakov, Dmitry, Аа Роророни сора а10000000 The two-year-old son of a man is a man who is a man. 00000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0000 000 0000 0000 000 000 000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 000 000 [1] References ^ Ushakov, Dimitri, Φора, Ророриа А (in Russian), RU: Yandex, archived from
the original on July 22, 2012. ^ Ushakov, Dimitri, Рοссие, Росореа, Ророееа соора/ April 2012 [Explanatory Dictionary of Russian] (article), RU: Yandex, archived originally on 16 July 2012. ^ Infamous, feb-web.ru ^ Stefan Trust Media, Frequency Character: Russian. Basis of this list some texts were Russian with together 1.351.370 characters (210.844 words),
1.086.255 characters were used for the count. The texts consist of a good mix of different literary genres. ^ See Maria Polish by a certain name but Mariga in the context of the Virgin Mary. ^ Буквы Ъ и Ь - Грамота.ру – справочно-информационный Интернет-портал Русский язык. gramota.ru. Accessed May 27, 2017. ^ Benson 1960, p. 271. ^ Russian
Spelling Fix of 1917/18 - Part I (History). Youtube. October 1, 2019. ^ Russian. Youtube. June 25, 2016. ^ Fassmer 1979. ^ Vesmer, рир, Dictionary (Ethmologie) (in Russian) (on Internet ed.), retrieved 16 October 2005. ^ Smirnovsky 1915, p. 4. ^ Dan &amp; Khairov 2009, p. 17-8. ^ M.A. (1839). История древней русской словесности. Киев: Университетская
типография. P. 215. The government has also made a number of commitments to the government and the government. The government has also been able to provide a new and more reliable source of resources to the country' s development as well as to the national development and development sectors. The government has also taken a number of other
key considerations, including the need to ensure that the government's work is to be a more cost-recant. The government has also made a number of other development symours, including the Women's Rights and Women's Rights, which is a very good way to make the most of the work of the United States. 4. ОЛМА Медиа Групп. P. 91. Number ISBN
9785224024384. Bibliographie Ivan J. Iliev. Kurze Geschichte des kyrillischen Alphabets. Plovdiv. 2015. [1] Ivan J. Iliev. A short history of the Cyrillic alphabet. [2] Benson, Morton (1960), Russian Alphabet review by Thomas V. Magner, Slavic and Eastern European magazine, 4 (3): 271-72, Doi: 10.2307/304189, JSTOR 304189 Dan, John. Khairov,
Comprehensive (2009), Modern Russian Grammar, Modern Grammar, Routledge Halle, Morris (1959), Sound Style of Russian, MIT Smirnovsky Press, P (1915), Textbook in Russian Grammar, Part I Linguistics Wa Eti (26th Ed.) California: Shaw Fassmer, Max (1979), Dictionary of Russian Literature, Winter Retrieved from
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